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2. Theory

2.1 Introduction

The angular distribution of the pionic fusion cross sections contains the full dynamic in-
formation on the pion production and the pion re-scattering. Therefore, the differential
cross sections provide sensitivity to the relevant multipolarities involved in the pion pro-
duction process. The anisotropic nature of the angular distribution, the forward-backward
asymmetry with a minimum in the vicinity of 90◦ and its dependence on the pion kinetic
energy and target mass contain information on the stopping of the projectile and the pion
re-absorption, and could hint to s-wave and p-wave contributions in the pionic fusion.
These facts suggest that the measurement of the pion angular distribution is a powerful
tool to disentangle the contribution of the various processes. In this chapter, the scattering
theory will be introduced and used to obtain the analytic form of the angular distribution.
In addition, we will review some theoretical models and their predictions for the pionic
fusion reaction.

2.2 Scattering theory

In quantum mechanics, the scattering of two particles is treated as an interaction of a wave
packet with a local interaction potential. Starting with a wave packet |φE〉 moving towards
a localised interaction potential, the dynamics of the wave packet before the interaction
is given by solutions of the Schrödinger equation

(E −H0)|φE〉 = 0, (2.1)

whereH0 = − 1
2m∆2 is the free Hamiltonian operator. A set of natural units with ~ = c = 1

has been used in this thesis. As the wave packet approaches the potential region, it feels
the interaction potential Hint and the evolution in time of the modified wave packet will
be given by the general scattering solutions of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation

(E −H0 −Hint)|Ψ±
E〉 = 0, (2.2)

with H = H0 +Hint. The behaviour of the wave packet before and after the interaction
is constrained by boundary conditions and ± solutions indicate “in” and “out” boundary
conditions. Using H = H0 +Hint, Eq. 2.2 can be expressed as an inhomogeneous equation
for Hint 6=0 and a homogeneous equation for Hint =0, with |Ψ±〉 → |φ〉 in the latter case.
The scattering solution of Eq. 2.2 is then given by

|Ψ±
E〉 = |φE〉 + (E −H0)

−1Hint|Ψ±
E〉. (2.3)

Applying the operator (E −H0) to the left side of Eq. 2.3 and by using Eq. 2.1, we again
obtain Eq. 2.2. The inverse operator (E − H0)

−1 does not exist for all the energies and
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Figure 2.1: The T operator is depicted by the series of diagrams.

has a singularity for specific energies. To fix this problem, iǫ (0 < ǫ→ 0, ǫ ∈ R) as a small
imaginary term is added to (E −H0), after which it does have an inverse

|Ψ±
E〉 = |φE〉 + (E ± iǫ−H0)

−1Hint|Ψ±
E〉. (2.4)

This leads us to the central operator, the Green’s function in the scattering theory, the
resolvent operator to the Hamiltonian

G(z) ≡ 1

z −H
. (2.5)

Here, z = E ± iǫ is a complex value which is not in the spectrum of H (a real value). We
can approach the spectrum of H from G+(E) and G−(E) by taking the proper limit of
ǫ→ 0. The resolvent operator G(z) can be expressed using H, H0 and G0(z)

G(z) = G0(z) +G0(z)HintG(z), (2.6)

where G0(z) ≡ 1
z−H0

. This operator indicates that the final wave functions can be derived
in an iterative process. Eq. 2.3 can be rewritten as a free part corresponding to a freely
moving particle and a scattering part

|Ψ±
E〉 = |φE〉 +G±

0 Hint|Ψ±
E〉. (2.7)

This integral equation is called the Lippmann-Schwinger equation (LSE). The transition
matrix is defined by

Tif = 〈φE |Hint|Ψ±
E〉. (2.8)

Multiplying Eq. 2.7 on the left by 〈φE |Hint and applying Eq. 2.8, we obtain the operator
Lippmann-Schwinger equation

T = Hint +HintG
±
0 T. (2.9)

The transition operator T can be represented by the series of diagrams that are shown in
Fig. 2.1, where the dashed lines represent the interaction potential Hint.

2.3 Experimental determination of the reaction rate

The reaction rate measured in scattering experiments yields information about the dy-
namics of the interaction between projectile and target. The most important quantity
for the description and interpretation of these reactions is the cross section σ, which is a
measure of the probability of a reaction between the two colliding particles.

In the reaction of two nuclei A1 and A2 as target and projectile, respectively, the total
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reaction rate Ṅ will be given as

Ṅ = ΦA2
·NA1

· σA1
, (2.10)

where NA1
and σA1

are the number of scattering centres of the target within the beam
area and the cross-sectional area of each scattering centre in the target, respectively. ΦA2

is the number of projectiles hitting the target per unit time per unit area and is called
flux,

ΦA2
= nA2

· vA2
. (2.11)

nA2
and vA2

are the projectile density and velocity, respectively.

2.4 Cross section evaluation from scattering theory

The “Fermi Golden Rule” expresses the reaction rate W per target particle and per beam
particle in the form:

W = 2π|Tfi|2 · ρ(É), (2.12)

where ρ(É) is the density of final states in the energy interval É and É + dÉ. Tfi is the
transition matrix element given by

Tfi = 〈Ψf |Hint|φi〉 =

∫

Ψ∗
fHintφidV, (2.13)

where the outgoing particle is scattered into a volume V . We also know, however, from
Eqs. 2.10 and 2.11 that:

W =
Ṅ

NA1
·NA2

=
σ.vA2

V
, (2.14)

where NA2
is the number of projectile particles and V =

NA2

nA2

is the volume occupied by

the projectile particles. Hence, the cross section is

σ =
2π

vA2

|Tfi|2 · ρ(É) · V. (2.15)

Therefore, the differential cross section for the scattering of the particle into a solid angle
element dΩ is:

dσ

dΩ
=

2π

vA2

|Tfi|2 · ρ(É) · V
2

4π
. (2.16)

In the pionic fusion process of

A1 +A2 → B(J, I) + π (2.17)

the pion production is directly associated with the complete fusion of the initial nuclei
A1 and A2 to a unified nucleus B with spin and isospin quantum numbers J and I,
respectively. The free energy in the entrance channel, viz. the kinetic energy of the
relative motion is completely transferred to the two-body exit channel including the pion
field. The differential cross section in the CM system after simplification of Eq. 2.16 is
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given by
dσ

dΩ
=

1

16π2

EBEA1
EA2

kf

(EA1
+ EA2

)2ki

∑

Mf ,υ

| TMf ,υ |2, (2.18)

where EA1
, EA2

and EB are the relativistic energies of the colliding nuclei A1 and A2 and
the fused nucleus B, respectively. The symbols ki and kf denote the relative momenta in
the entrance and the exit channels, respectively. The transition matrix is defined by

TMf ,υ = 〈kf ; JfMf | Hint | ki; JiMi〉. (2.19)

Hint represents the pion production operator. | ki; JiMi〉 is the initial scattering state of
the A1 + A2 system with channel spin Ji and its projection Mi, and 〈kf ; JfMf | is the
final bound state of B with total spin Jf and its projection Mf .

2.5 Theoretical models of pionic fusion

In the introductory sections, we formulated the cross section of a pionic fusion reaction
which is described in terms of the transition matrix and the associated kinematic factors.
Here, we will review some theoretical models and their predictions for the pionic fusion
reaction. There is no unified approach for the construction of the models for which the
transition matrix is calculated. The main difficulty is to find the appropriate reaction
mechanism. Two types of models are presented. The first type is the so-called independent
nucleon-nucleon (NN) model. In the second type, the collective behaviour of nucleons to
produce a pion is considered.

2.5.1 Independent Nucleon-Nucleon (NN) models

As a first step, it is natural to consider pion production from nucleus-nucleus collisions in
terms of NN collisions yielding a free pion. In the approaching nuclei, the nucleons are
initially bound in their (shell model) orbits in the nuclear mean field. Collisions between
the nucleons of projectile and target will then take place within the nuclear medium,
with some of the final states blocked by other nucleons (the Pauli exclusion principle).
When the nuclear densities start to overlap, the initial nucleon distributions will rapidly
be altered by the interactions. Therefore, the process can be much more complicated
than the collisions between free nucleons leading to pion production. In the following, we
discuss the predictions of two models for pion production calculated from the sequence of
NN collisions by using a typical interaction model.

Fermi-gas model

The earliest suggestion to understand the pionic fusion process dates back to Fermi. He
suggested an elementary NN interaction in the pionic fusion reaction. It exploits the
fact that the initial intrinsic nucleonic motion offers the necessary extra boost for the
elementary NN pion production process if one takes into account the coupling of the
relative momentum between the projectile and target and the Fermi momenta of the
nucleons PF . In other words, because of the Fermi motion of the nucleons in the projectile
and target nucleus, some of the NN collisions would exceed the threshold value of 280
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Figure 2.2: Maximum energies available for two colliding nucleons in the Fermi gas approach [33].

The two sets of curves are calculated under the assumption of anti-parallel momenta (the dashed

curve) and momenta anti-parallel within 30◦ (the solid curve).

(or 290) MeV for neutral (or charged) pion production and lead to pion production at
subthreshold energy. In the simplest picture [33], the maximum energy between a nucleon
from the projectile and one from the target can be written as

Emax =
(PF + P/2)2

MN
. (2.20)

Here, P is the projectile momentum per nucleon and MN is the nucleon mass. In Eq. 2.20
non-relativistic kinematics are used as an appropriate approximation in the energy range
below 90 MeV/nucleon. If Emax exceeds mπ, a pion can be produced in such a collision.
This original idea was reconsidered in an “NN Single Collision (NNSC)” model (shown
schematically in Fig. 1.4-(a) and -(b), for NN→NNπ and NN→Dπ channels, respectively)
for a quantitative explanation of the pion production at beam energies both below [25]
and above threshold [33]. However, according to Eq. 2.20, with decreasing beam energy
this model will become insufficient to explain the production rates as well as the shapes
of the pion spectra. To illustrate the coupling effect between the beam energy and Fermi
momentum, Fig. 2.2 shows Emax, in the laboratory frame, under the assumptions that
only nucleons with anti-parallel momenta (dashed curve) and nucleons with their momenta
anti-parallel within a cone angle of 30◦ (solid curve) contribute to the production of a
pion. One should note that overall energy conservation for this process implies that near
threshold the two colliding nucleons carry a large fraction of the total centre-of-mass
energy. Consider, for example, the 12C(12C,π0)24Mg reaction at Elab/A = 30 MeV. From
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Figure 2.3: The schematic representation of pionic fusion of two nuclei in the sudden approxima-

tion [32].

Fig. 2.2 we can easily understand that we reach Emax ≈160 MeV when two colliding
nucleons have anti-parallel momenta, while the overall centre-of-mass energy is 180 MeV.
Nearly 90% of the centre-of-mass energy is then carried by the two colliding nucleons and
the other 22 nucleons have to “conspire” coherently for this process to happen!

Sudden Overlap model

The Sudden Overlap model [32] aims to describe the pionic fusion reaction at an excitation
energy which is only a few MeV above the absolute threshold. This model considers the
cross section in the Born approximation, assuming that pion production occurs through
coupling to a single nucleon. All possible further re-scattering processes of the pion are
ignored as higher order processes [20]. A schematic picture of the reaction is shown in
Fig. 2.3 demonstrating the pionic fusion of two nuclei A1 and A2.

Many-body nuclear mean field parameters suddenly change when the reaction proceeds
from the initial to the final stages. This will be referred to as the sudden approximation.
The three-dimensional harmonic oscillator shell model is used to describe the structure of
the incoming and outgoing nuclei (| ki; JiMi〉 and 〈kf ; JfMf | in Eq. 2.19). In addition, a
plane wave solution is assumed for the pion wave function. On the single-nucleon level, a
phenomenological Hamiltonian density has been used for the pion-nucleon interaction [21]

Hint =
gA

2fπ
ψ̄~σ · ~∇~τ · ~πψ + 4π

λ1

mπ
ψ̄~π · ~πψ + 4π

λ2

m2
π

ψ̄~τ · ~π × ∂

∂t
~πψ, (2.21)

where

• ψ, ψ̄: nucleon fields,

• ~π: pion field,

• ~τ : isospin operator,

• ~σ: spin operator,
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• gA: axial coupling constant,

• fπ: pion decay constant = 93 MeV,

• λ1: coupling constant ∼ 0.005,

• λ2: coupling constant ∼ 0.05.

The first term, which is called the impulse or Born term, is responsible for single pion
production in a p-wave. The second and third are s-wave terms, and require an additional
interaction to absorb the extra pion created in the four-point vertex [20]. It has been
experimentally observed that in the pionic fusion reactions, the pion is predominantly
produced in the p-wave [13, 17]. Therefore, the second and third terms are neglected in
this model.

The model has been applied to reproduce the experimental cross section of the pionic
fusion reaction 3He(3He,π+)6Li [13]. The results are shown in Fig. 2.9. The solid and
thick-dashed curves are the calculated results of the current model for the 3He(3He,π+)6Li
reaction leading to the 1+ ground state and the 3+ excited state in 6Li, respectively. The
data points in this figure are the experimental results [13] leading to the 1+ ground state
(squares) and the excitation of the ground state to the 3+ state in 6Li (triangles). As can
be seen, the general trend of the calculated and measured results is the same. However,
the model predictions are lower than the experimental cross sections by approximately
40%. A reason for this low estimation could be attributed to the sensitivity of the model
parameters in the shell model and the choices of the harmonic oscillator approximations. In
addition, the sudden approximation seems to have another shortcoming in the framework
of the modelling since the slow change of the nuclear mean field in the nuclear reaction
process is not considered.

Near the absolute threshold, the pion momentum kπ is small compared to the mo-
mentum of incoming nucleons. Therefore, kπ can be ignored in polynomial expansions
that are used to construct the wave functions. The obtained p-wave cross section in this
approximation (low energy approximation) is proportional to ( kπ

mπ
)3. The typical value

for kπ in this approximation is 50 MeV giving ( kπ

mπ
)3 ≈ 0.05. Using this model, the

general behaviour of the pionic fusion cross section A + A → 2A + π has been studied
as a function of the mass number of the initial nucleus “A”. The results are shown in
Fig. 2.4. Although there are fluctuations, Fig. 2.4 clearly shows that the overall trend
of a decreasing cross section with increasing mass in the mass range A ∈ [1, 20] is well
reproduced. However, the cross section magnitude remains in the pb region for nuclei as
large as Oxygen (≈ 0.2 pb). In Fig. 2.4, the full circles are the results calculated in this
model. The empty circles are the measured results by the previous experiments [17, 13].
In case of the 6Li(4He,π0)10B∗ and 4He(3He,π0)7Be reactions, target and projectile are
not the same. However, the target and projectile masses are rather close. Therefore, the
results of the 6Li(4He,π0)10B∗ and 4He(3He,π0)7Be experiments are also shown in Fig. 2.4
by cross and square, respectively. As can be seen, the total measured cross sections of the
6Li(4He,π0)10B∗ and 4He(3He,π0)7Be reactions confirm the mass dependence of the pionic
fusion that has been predicted by the Sudden Overlap model.
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Figure 2.4: The general behaviour of the pionic fusion cross section A+A→ π+ 2A(J, I) versus

the mass number of initial nucleus “A”. kπ and mπ are the pion momentum and mass, respectively.

The full circles are the calculated results from the Sudden Overlap model which is described in

Ref. [32]. The empty circles are the results measured by the previous experiments [17, 13]. The

cross and empty square are the results of the KVI measurements for the 6Li(4He,π0)10B∗ and
4He(3He,π0)7Be reactions, respectively, where “A” is the average of projectile and target mass.

2.5.2 Models involving collective processes

The most interesting aspect of pion production at energies close to the absolute threshold
is its high sensitivity to collective or coherent mechanisms in the production process.
A precise definition of coherence or collectivity is useful only with a specific model in
mind. We adopt here the operational definition that coherent or collective production
is a mechanism whereby energy is extracted from the relative motion by slowing down
the projectile and/or target as a whole and converted into one degree of freedom, the
pion. Within this definition, a large fraction of the nucleons have to interact with a
common “phase”. Following this definition, thermal production is not a collective process,
although it involves pooling of the kinetic energy of many nucleons. Note that even at
the absolute threshold one expects a small, but nonzero, non collective contribution from
thermal production.

Microscopic Reaction model

The Microscopic Reaction model developed by Harzheim et al. [7] is based on the concept
that the pionic fusion in nuclear collisions is essentially a many body process. In this
model, the free energy of the entrance channel is transferred to the final channel through
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the coupling of the relative motion to the internal excitation ofN∗-resonances. The process
is divided into three phases: (i) In the first stage the nuclear relative motion is decelerated
by the interaction of nucleons belonging to the target and the projectile. This interaction
can be thought of as being mediated by the exchange of mesons. Although the most likely
evolution of the system will in general be towards thermalisation, i.e. the distribution of
the free energy over many degrees of freedom, in the extreme limit of the pionic fusion
reaction the total free energy has to be completely transferred from the entrance to the
exit channel, i.e. from one degree of freedom to another one essentially avoiding any
heating processes. (ii) This process occurs via an intermediate nuclear excitation, baryonic
resonances, which may serve as a coherent energy storage. Especially the ∆-resonance may
offer an efficient reaction path to keep the free energy concentrated in a few degrees of
freedom. (iii) Finally, such a nuclear N∗-resonance readily decays by emitting a meson
and thus provides a natural mechanism for the coupling to the meson field of the exit
channel. The corresponding transition operator for this three-step process is given by

T = (
∑

kǫA1

L†(k))G(
∑

iǫA1jǫA2

V NN (i, j)) + (
∑

kǫA2

L†(k))G(
∑

iǫA2jǫA1

V NN (i, j)), (2.22)

which accounts both for the target- and projectile-emissions. Here, V NN (i, j) is the NN
interaction between two nucleons belonging to the target and projectile. L† (L) stands for
the annihilation (creation) of a meson on one of the baryons. When the interaction V NN

is dominated by pion exchange, the NN potential is written as

V NN (i, j) = L†
πNN∗(j)gLπNN (i), (2.23)

with the pion exchange propagator g. The propagator G = (E − Heff (E))−1 for the
intermediate B-baryon system is given in a spectral representation by

G =
∑

µ

|B∗
µ(E)〉[E − λµ(E)]−1〈B∗

µ(E)|, (2.24)

where the nuclear eigenmodes |B∗
µ(E)〉 of the internally excited nucleons are defined by

Heff (E)|B∗
µ(E)〉 = λµ(E)|B∗

µ(E)〉. (2.25)

Here, Heff (E) is the effective (energy dependent) Hamiltonian operator that describes
the intermediate nuclear ∆-excitation denoted by B∗

µ. Thus the transition amplitude is
given by

Tfi = 〈Bf , π | T | (A1, A2)i〉
=

∑

µ

〈Bf , π |
∑

k

L†(k) | Bf , π〉[z − λmu(z)]−1.〈Bf , π |W12 | (A1, A2)i〉,

where
W12 = (

∑

iǫA1jǫA2

+
∑

iǫA2jǫA1

)V (i, j) (2.26)
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Figure 2.5: Schematic representation of the projectile- (a) and target-emission (b) contribution

to the pionic fusion process according to the Microscopic Reaction model [7]. The box labelled

as “G” stands for the propagation of the intermediate B∗

∆ system. “S” denotes the spectroscopic

factor for the entrance channel decomposition of the final nuclear system.

is the nucleus-nucleus interaction. Consequently the transition amplitude depends on
three factors: (i) the excitation strength for the transition from the entrance channel to
the intermediate B∗-system; (ii) the propagation of this system and (iii) the de-excitation
strength of the latter into the final nucleus channel. The schematic layout of the projectile
and target emission contribution to the pionic fusion process in this model is shown in
Fig. 2.5-(a) and -(b), respectively. According to this model, the dominant contribution
to the transition amplitude is found to be due to the excitation of intermediate ∆-nuclear
states, which together with the form factors determine the energy dependence of the
process. However, the cross section depends sensitively on the spectroscopic properties
of the participating nuclei as well as the spectroscopic amplitudes for the initial channel
decomposition of the final nuclear (bound) state.

The differential cross section has been calculated for the elementary process p + p →
d+π+ as well as p+d→3He+π0 and 3He+3He→6Li+π+ reactions. Figure 2.6-(a) and -(b)
shows the calculated cross section for the p + p → d + π+ and p+d →3He+π0 reactions,
respectively, compared with the measured one. This model predicts how the target and
projectile in the 3He+3He→6Li+π+ reaction contribute to the angular distribution (shown
in Fig. 2.7). As can be seen, in general, the model can describe the pionic fusion. However,
the calculated cross section underestimates the measured cross section at low energies in
case of the p+ p→ d+ π+ reaction and at backward angles in case of the p+d→3He+π0

reaction. In addition, in case of the 3He+3He→6Li+π+ reaction, the calculated cross
section overestimates the measured cross section. It should be mentioned that in this model
first of all the s-wave contribution (see Fig. 1.1) of pionic fusion has been neglected. In this
treatment all intermediate ∆N -states contribute to the amplitude with the same weight
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Figure 2.8: Semi-empirical model [48] for the A(3He,π+)B reaction.

which is not in agreement with what has been found in π − d scattering. Therefore, we
expect that if a more realistic description of the wave functions is used in the calculations,
the theoretical cross sections become more realistic.

It should be noted that the target (projectile) contribution in the pion production
which is shown in Fig. 2.7 by the dashed (solid) curve show asymmetric and backward
(forward) peaked angular distributions for the 3He+3He→6Li+π+ reaction. One possible
explanation for the backward (forward) peaked behaviour of the angular distribution is
that since the target (projectile) moves to the backward (forward) direction in the centre-
of-mass system, the pion produced by the target (projectile) will dominantly move to the
backward (forward) direction. In Chapter 7, the anisotropic behaviour of the angular
distributions measured in previous pionic fusion experiments are discussed in more detail.

Semi-empirical model

Germond et al. [48] have built a model to describe the coherent production of pions in
the A(3He,π+)B processes leading to discrete states of the final nucleus B, where A and
B are the target nucleus and the fusion product, respectively (see Fig. 2.8). The incident
3He particle picks up a proton from nucleus A to leave some core of nucleons C. The
produced 4He particle then combines with C to form the final nuclear state B. The model
called “Semi-empirical model” uses the input experimental data from the 1H(3He,π+)4He
reaction and a cluster decomposition of the state B. The basic three-nucleon-transfer
reaction is then driven by the 1H(3He,π+)4He sub-amplitude as shown in Fig. 2.8. The
reaction is therefore considered to be 1HC(3He,π+)4HeC, where C is a spectator nucleus,
being 2H and 3H in the 3He(3He,π+)6Li and 4He(3He,π+)7Li cases, respectively.

The transition matrix is written as

TBA = KBA〈kπkBs
2
B|Hint|kτkAs

2
τs

2
A〉, (2.27)

where

KBA = − 1

(2π)2
(
EπEBEτEA

(Eπ + EB)2
)1/2. (2.28)
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kπ, kτ , kA and kB stand for momentum in the π −B and 3He−A systems, momentum of
the target and the produced nucleus, respectively. The symbols Eπ, EB, Eτ and EA denote
the energy of π, B, 3He and A nuclei, respectively. sA, sτ (= 1/2) and sB are the spin of the
initial nucleus A, that of the 3He and the combined nucleus, respectively. For the “basic”
amplitude 1H(3He,π+)4He there are two independent terms, both of which couple to the
S=1 combination of the 3He and proton spins. In the non-relativistic Galilean-covariant
approach, the related transition matrix for the intermediate reaction can be written as

T4He,1H = 〈kπkα|Hint|kτkps
2
τs

2
p〉 = 〈kπkα|H(1)

int |kτkp〉S.
kτmp − kpmτ

mp +mτ
(2.29)

+〈kπkα|H(2)
int |kτkp〉S.

kπmα − kαmπ

mπ +mα
,

and equivalently for the transition amplitude TBA defined in Eq. 2.27. There is a linear
relationship between the 3He−A and 3He−p transition matrices:

〈 kπ, pB|Hint,τA→πB|kτ , pA〉 = XαXp

∫

Φ∗
B(K −Q, η)

× 〈kπ,K + pB − (1 −mp/mA)pA|Hint,τp→πα|kτ ,K +mppA/mA〉 × ΦA(K, η)dKdη.

Here, η represents the internal variables of the cluster C and K the motion of the proton
relative to it. The Xp and Xα are spectroscopic factors reflecting the number of con-
tributing protons and α particles in the nuclei A and B. In this model, Φ∗

B(K −Q, η) and
ΦA(K, η) are chosen as follows:

Φ∗
B(K −Q, η) ∼ KηBexp(

−K2

2β2
), (2.30)

ΦA(K, η) ∼ exp(
−K2

2α2
). (2.31)

This model has been applied for the 4He(3He,π+)7Li and 3He(3He,π+)6Li reactions. The
result of the calculation for the 4He(3He,π+)7Li reaction is shown in Fig. 2.13 by the thick-
solid curve. Experimentally, cross sections of the 4He(3He,π+)7Li reaction leading to the

s7Li=
3
2

−
and 1

2

−
doublet (L7Li=1) have been measured (data points in Fig. 2.13) [14].

The calculation in the Semi-empirical model does not agree with the measured results
of the 4He(3He,π+)7Li reaction. In case of the 3He(3He,π+)6Li reaction, the angular
distribution (except for the most forward angles) is not reproduced. This situation is
shown in Fig. 2.9 by the dashed and dotted curves when the ground state (1+) and the
excited state (3+) in 6Li is formed. The major problem of this model is to assign the proper
wave function for the compound fusion product, since the wave function obtained using
the harmonic oscillator or the Wood-Saxon potential descriptions are rather different. The
strong clustering correlations of the fusion product components are not taken into account
in this model. Another problem of this model is that, as can be seen in Fig. 2.8, only one
nucleon from the target nucleus contributes to the pion production. At low energies, close
enough to the coherent threshold of pionic fusion, almost all the nucleons in the target
and projectile need to contribute coherently to the reaction. Therefore this model is not
suitable for the reaction at low available energies.
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Figure 2.9: Angular distributions of the cross sections for the 3He(3He,π+)6Li(g.s., 2.18 MeV)

reaction at the beam kinetic energy Elab = 280 MeV. For the theoretical calculations, the two

different methods, the Semi-empirical [48] and the Sudden Overlap [32] models, are applied. The

solid and thick-dashed curves are the results obtained on the basis of Sudden Overlap calculations

leading to the 1+ ground state and the 3+ state in 6Li, respectively. The dashed and dotted curves

are the results of the Semi-empirical model in forming the 1+ ground state and the 3+ excited

state in 6Li, respectively . The data points are the experimental results leading to the ground state

(squares) and the 3+ state in 6Li (triangles) [13, 49].

Model based on clustering correlations

Kajino et al. [8] proposed an interacting cluster model. Correlated microscopic cluster
model wave functions are adopted for 〈kf ; JfMf | in Eq. 2.19
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Figure 2.10: Schematic representation of the pionic fusion mechanism with the strong clustering

correlations taken from the model described in Ref. [8]. “Hint” represents the pion production

operator and “C” denotes the clustering correlations. The Pauli exclusion principle is taken into

account in the Resonating Group Method (RGM).

〈ζA1
ζA2

r | kf ; JfMf 〉 = [
a1!a2!

b!
]1/2SA1A2

[Φa1
(ζA1

)Φa2
(ζA2

)

⊗ilY L(r̂)]JMχJL(r), (2.32)

where SA1A2
is the antisymmetrizer of nucleons and Φa1

(ζA1
) and Φa2

(ζA2
) are the internal

wave functions of A1 and A2 in Eq. 2.17, respectively. a1, a2 and b are the number of
nucleons in A1, A2 and B, respectively. χJL(r) is the inter-cluster relative wave function
which is a solution of the Resonating Group Method (RGM) equation of motion [50]

∫

[HRGM (r, ŕ) + iWDδ(r − ŕ)]χJL(ŕ)dŕ

= E

∫

NRGM (r, ŕ)χJL(ŕ)dŕ. (2.33)

NRGM (r, ŕ) is the normalisation kernel. HRGM (r, ŕ) is the Hamiltonian kernel and consists
of two parts: the kinetic energy of the nucleons with the CM energy subtracted and the
interaction energy. For the central part of the nucleon-nucleon effective interaction, the
modified Hasegawa-Nagata formulation has been used. For the spin-orbit part of the
interaction, the Nagata force has been used. In addition to the real interaction, iWD(r)
as local imaginary potential between two clusters has been applied. iWD(r) has the
same radial dependence as the real part of the nuclear direct folding potential. The
initial scattering wave function is constructed by superimposing the cluster wave function
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Figure 2.11: Four different terms of the transition matrix for the 4He(3He,π+)7Li reaction in

the model based on clustering correlation (upper part) and the contribution of each term in the

angular distribution (lower part) [8].

Eq. 2.32 as

〈ζA1
ζA2

r | ki; JiMi〉 =
∑

LJ

√
4π

√
2L+ 1(LOpi; JiMi | JfMi)〈ζA1

ζA2
r | pf ; JfMf 〉 (2.34)

In this case, the inter-cluster relative wave function is the solution of Eq. 2.33 satisfying
the scattering boundary condition.

This model has been applied to the experimentally studied pionic fusion reaction
4He(3He,π+)7Li. In this model, for the pion production operator Hint, only the con-
tribution of a single nucleon process is taken into account as

Hint = −
√

4πf

mπ

∫ 7
∑

N=1

δ(rπ − rN )σN .[[1 +
ω

7MN
]∇πC − ω

MN
∇NC ]τN .Φ(rπ)drπ. (2.35)

Here, σN and τN are spin and isospin operators of nucleons, respectively. Φ(rπ) is the
pion field and rπ and rN are the coordinates of pion and nucleon, respectively. ω is the
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Figure 2.12: The predicted pionic fusion cross section for the A(3He,π+)B reaction. The calcula-

tions were performed using the shell-model (empty circles) and cluster-model wave functions (full

circles) [8].

relativistic energy of the pion and the coupling constant is taken to be f2=0.08. It was
noticed that some correlations responsible for the two-nucleon process i.e., the p-wave
process (see Fig. 1.1) are included automatically in the cluster wave functions. The re-
maining two-body terms, i.e., the s-wave coupling and ∆-isobar intermediate coupling are
neglected in this model. The schematic representation of the model is shown in Fig. 2.10.
The transition matrix can be decomposed into four different terms which are schemati-
cally shown in Fig. 2.11. Each contribution of four different terms to the cross section is
shown in the lower part of Fig. 2.11. As can be seen in Fig. 2.11, the contribution of the
reaction type “a” is the most dominant. According to this model, it is concluded that in
the 4He(3He,π+)7Li reaction a pion is created from the “3He-3H” side. The result of the
4He(3He,π+)7Li reaction calculation using clustering correlations is shown in Fig. 2.13 and
compared with the results of Semi-empirical calculations and microscopic reaction model.
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Figure 2.13: Differential cross sections for the 4He(3He,π+)7Li(3

2

−

+ 1

2

−

) reaction leading to the

excitation of the ground state doublet (3

2

−

+ 1

2

−

), at the beam kinetic energy of Elab=266.4 MeV,

obtained from three different methods discussed in Refs. [8, 48, 10]. The thick line refers to the

results of the semi-empirical calculation. The solid and dotted curves are the results based on

clustering correlations with WD = -25 and 0 MeV, respectively. The dashed curve depicts the

result of microscopic calculations. The experimental results reported by Bimbot et al. [14] are

shown as the ORSAY data.

The target-mass dependence of the A(3He,π+)B has been investigated by Kajino et
al. [8], assuming that the process is dominated by a mechanism similar to those explained in
Fig. 2.11-(a). The general trend of the target-mass dependence of the cross section at θcm =
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Figure 2.14: Minimum number of target nucleons required in a A(14N,π)B reaction to produce

a pion with kinetic energy of 0, 10, 50, 100 and 250 MeV (the dashed curves from bottom to

top) in the laboratory. The full circles indicate the target mass and beam energies for which pion

production has been observed experimentally. This figure is quoted from Ref. [51].

0◦ and Elab/nucleon=88.8 MeV is shown in Fig. 2.12. The empty circles are the result of
using shell-model wave functions when no clustering correlation was taken into account.
The full circles are the results obtained with the strong clustering correlation. According
to this model, the inter-cluster relative motion receives the whole momentum transfer. By
increasing the momentum transfer, the momentum mismatch for the pionic fusion reaction
will increase due to the fact that the overlapping of the inter-cluster wave functions of the
initial and final states becomes smaller. Therefore, the cross section will decrease. The
decreasing of the cross section for the reaction leading to 15N (12C(3He,π+)15N) compared
to the reaction leading to 7Li (4He(3He,π+)7Li) is obvious, since the momentum transfer
is quite different, 4.3 and 3.3 fm−1, respectively. The cross section decreases gradually
with increasing mass of the final nucleus. Some structures due to shell effects (e.g. at
A=20 and 40) are visible.

In addition, there is the overall trend of a decreasing cross section with increasing the
target mass. As the target mass increases, at the same beam kinetic energy the number
of “active” target nucleons has to increase to provide the required centre-of-mass energy
for pion production. This fact makes the coherence of the reaction more complicated.
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Therefore, the cross section will decrease. Moreover, pion production close to the coherent
threshold which is shown in Eq. 1.1 requires that more nucleons in the projectile and
target are completely stopped in the overall centre-of-mass system, and that their relative
energy is converted into the pion mass. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.14. As the beam
kinetic energy decreases, the number of active nucleons has to increase.




